Southwest Power Pool
TRANSMISSION WORKING GROUP MEETING
January 19, 2010
Teleconference
•

MINUTES

•

Agenda Item 1 – Administrative Items
TWG Chair Ronnie Frizzell called the meeting to order at 9:00 a.m. The following people were in
attendance: (Attachment 1 – Proxies)
TWG Members
Ronnie Frizzell, Arkansas Electric Cooperative
Jason Atwood, Dogwood Energy
John Chamberlin, City Utilities of Springfield
John Fulton, Southwestern Public Service
Travis Hyde, Oklahoma Gas and Electric
Dan Lenihan, Omaha Public Power District, representing himself
and Jason Fortik, Lincoln Electric System
Randy Lindstrom, Nebraska Public Power District
Tom Littleton, Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority
Sam McGarrah, Empire District Electric
Nathan McNeil, Midwest Energy
John Payne, Kansas Electric Power Cooperative
Jason Shook, GDS Associates for ETEC
Noman Williams, Sunflower Electric Cooperative
Harold Wyble, Kansas City Power & Light
Other Stakeholders and Staff
Marisa Brantley, SPP Staff
Tony Gott, Associated Electric Cooperative
Rachel Hulett, SPP Staff
Mark Loveless, Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority
Bob Lux, SPP Staff
Jim McAvoy, Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority
Mak Nagle, SPP Staff
Katherine Prewitt, SPP Staff
Dave Sargent, Southwestern Power Administration
James Simms, CLECO

Agenda Item 2 – Priority Projects Phase II Reliability Report
As part of the Priority Project Phase II Reliability Report, staff had included an FCITC section. At the last
TWG meeting, the group had reviewed the report and asked staff to distribute additional FCITC results
(Attachment 2 – PP Reliability Report). Rachel Hulett, SPP Staff, summarized the comments staff
received on the FCITC analysis since the last meeting. Two comments received were from Matt McGee
who agreed with the FCITC results for American Electric Power and John Chamberlin who agreed that
Priority Projects did not cause any additional facilities to overload for the City Utilities of Springfield.
Randy Lindstrom, Nebraska Public Power District, voiced concern with the FCITC results still not showing
the regional congestion issues, but local facilities. Dan Lenihan, Omaha Public Power District, agreed
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with Randy’s comments. TWG discussed the FCITC Analysis for the Priority Projects. Nebraska
members did not think the additional results contained anything beyond invalid local facilities. NPPD and
OPPD both volunteered to study the FCITC themselves and were in the process of doing so. Staff was
looking for endorsement of the Reliability Report today and asked the group what to do in order to
endorse the report today.
John Fulton voiced concern over the SPS area FCITC results, since the 2009 STEP upgrades were not
considered in the analysis. Katherine Prewitt, SPP Staff, stated that they could not incorporate these
upgrades into the analysis, but analysis post February 10 could potentially be requested.
Tom Littleton motioned that TWG endorse the Priority Projects Phase II Reliability Report
with the comments that concerns remain with the FCITC associated with the NPPD, OPPD,
and SPS areas. John Payne seconded. A roll call vote was taken with the votes being 6
for, 2 against, and 6 abstentions. The motion passed. The parties recorded as opposing
were SPS and Empire District. The parties recorded as abstaining were NPPD, OPPD, LES,
City Utilities of Springfield, KCPL, and Dogwood Energy.
Comments on the vote are as follows: Sam McGarrah, Empire District Electric, voted in opposition to the
motion due to previously stated concerns that the reliability study scope did not allow the results of this
study to be combined into the cost benefit analysis of the Priority Projects assessments, and the study did
not adequately capture how generation modeled for the economic analysis would impact the reliability of
the transmission system with the proposed projects.
John Fulton voted in opposition to the motion agreeing with Sam McGarrah’s opinion. Since the 2009
STEP projects were not included in the FCITC, SPS felt that the FCITC did not contain useful data to
accurately assess the SPS transmission system, but instead see the 2009 STEP problems that were to
be corrected.
Randy Lindstrom abstained from the vote because NPPD was unable to use the FCITC to determine the
impacts to regional facilities and existing flowgates. NPPD also objected to the two alternative Priority
Project groups which were chosen to be studied as they had no significant differences from a topology or
electrical characteristic perspective for this reliability comparison; also there were no analyses performed
for the alternative to Cooper-Maryville-Sibley project.
Harold Wyble abstained due to concerns with the lack of time and effort to complete a thorough FCITC
analysis.

Agenda Item 3 – TWG February Agenda
The group reviewed the agenda for the upcoming February meeting.

Agenda Item 4 – 2009 TPL Compliance Report
Mak Nagle, SPP Staff went through the 2009 TPL Compliance Report. Staff has completed the 2009
TPL Compliance Report that reports on all the TPL assessments conducted by staff in 2009. There are
also four accompanying documents that specify how SPP meet all the requirements for each TPL-001 –
TPL-004 Standard. The group reviewed the compliance report and one TPL accompanying document.
The made a few minor suggestions to Mak. (Attachment 3 – 2009 TPL Compliance Report)
John Fulton was concerned with the statement that SPP monitored a voltage range (0.9-1.1 %) that is
different than the SPP Criteria (0.9-1.05 %). Staff will look into check what the 2009 studies used for
voltage monitoring and abide by SPP Criteria for future TPL analysis.
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A motion to approve the 2009 TPL Compliance Report including TWG’s suggested
changes was made by Tom Littleton and seconded by Travis Hyde. The motion was
approved with one abstention from SPS.

Agenda Item 5 – Next Meeting and Adjournment
The next TWG meeting will be February 3-4, 2010, held in Little Rock. With no further business, Ronnie
Frizzell adjourned the meeting at 10:25 a.m.

Respectfully Submitted,
Rachel Hulett
TWG Secretary
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Dan Lenihan for Jason Fortik, Lincoln Electric System
From: Jason Fortik [mailto:jfortik@les.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2010 7:39 AM
To: Ronnie Frizzell
Cc: LENIHAN, DANIEL J
Subject: Proxy for 1/19/10 SPP TWG Conference Call
Ronnie,
Will you please accept Dan Lenihan (copied above) from OPPD as my proxy
for the TWG conference call this morning?
Thanks
Jason L. Fortik, P.E.
Manager, Resource and Transmission Planning
Lincoln Electric System
jfortik@les.com
Phone: (402) 473-3380
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Reliability Analysis
In the Phase I evaluation, eleven potential Priority Projects and three additional Priority
Projects groupings were evaluated for impacts on the reliability plan on the SPP system. As
part of Phase II evaluation, the list of Priority Projects was refined to two groups of projects
that are electrically similar. SPP conducted a study to evaluate the impact of the Priority
Projects on the reliability plan of the SPP transmission system. The following section
summarizes the findings of this study.
An analysis was conducted on two groups of proposed projects to determine the impact of
these projects on the SPP reliability plan and on first tier third parties to SPP. This analysis
was conducted in the same manner and with the same methodologies used in SPP’s 2009
STEP 10 year reliability analysis.
This study is not intended to justify any Priority Project based on deferred project cost alone;
it is only intended to show the effects of the Priority Projects on the SPP reliability plan. At
this time the in-service dates for the Priority Projects are not definite. For this study the
projects are included in the 2014 models. If a project identified for deferment has a STEP
date before 2014 it may or may not actually be deferred. It may be possible to mitigate these
issues for the short period of time before the Priority Project is in service. Therefore, these
projects and their costs are provided for assessment purposes only.
The two groups of proposed projects are composed of the following projects:
Group 1:
1. Spearville – Comanche – Medicine Lodge – Wichita 765 kV Operated at 345 kV
2. Comanche – Woodward District EHV 765 kV Operated at 345 kV
3. Hitchland – Woodward District EHV Double Circuit 345 kV
4. Valliant – NW Texarkana 345 kV
5. Cooper – Maryville – Sibley 345 kV
6. Riverside Station – Tulsa Power Station 138 kV Reactor
Group 2:
1. Spearville – Comanche – Medicine Lodge – Wichita Double Circuit 345 kV
2. Comanche – Woodward District EHV Double Circuit 345 kV
3. Hitchland – Woodward District EHV Double Circuit 345 kV
4. Valliant – NW Texarkana 345 kV
5. Cooper – Maryville – Sibley 345 kV
6. Riverside Station – Tulsa Power Station 138 kV Reactor

2
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Group 1 Map

Group 2 Map

3
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Study Scope
An AC N-1 contingency analysis was performed using PSS/E. The analysis was performed
using the 2009 STEP Build 3 models. Details of these models can be found in the Study
Assumptions section. Details of the analysis are as follows:
•

•

•

•

Monitoring of Facilities
o All facilities in the SPP footprint were monitored at 69 kV and above.
o EES and AECI facilities were monitored at 100 kV and above.
o All other first tier control areas were monitored at 230 kV and above.
Cases
o 2014 Summer Peak
o 2014/15 Winter Peak
o 2019 Summer Peak
o Including all transaction cases
Normal conditions and contingency analysis
o Normal conditions
o All N-1 single-element contingencies 69 kV and above in the SPP footprint were
evaluated. These contingencies did not include manual transfer of load or manual
switching.
o All N-1 single-element contingencies 100 kV and above in EES, AECI, and all other
first-tier control areas were evaluated.
o SPP verified that all normal conditions and N-1 violations identified have corrective
plans
Use of Transmission Operating Directives (TOD)
o Transmission Operating Directives were applied in the same manner they have
been applied in the 2009 STEP

The analysis was performed using the 2009 STEP Build 3 models. Build 3 models were
created in July 2009 to include revised load forecast information due to the recent economic
downturn. Using the STEP models allows re-evaluation of STEP projects to determine if they
can be deferred or eliminated due to the Priority Projects. These models are different from
the models used in the economic analysis though, since they do not include the anticipated
wind generation. As a result, this study did not address the additional resources and load that
are evaluated in the economic portion of the Priority Projects Report.
Stakeholder Process
The STEP 10 year reliability analysis is an open and transparent process allowing for
stakeholder input. This analysis of Priority Projects shares the study results in stakeholder
public meetings using the same methodologies used in the 2009 STEP.
The scope used in this analysis originated from the 2009 STEP scope. The STEP scope was
initially approved by the TWG in November 2008 then later updated in May 2009 to allow for
changes related to the economic downturn and other developments. These changes included
updated load forecasts and incorporation of Balanced Portfolio projects.
4
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The contingency analysis results for the Priority Projects are evaluated using input provided
by stakeholders for the 2009 STEP. This allows projects to be evaluated in the same manner
as the STEP. Projects are deferred based on the same justification as their original need.
Similarly, mitigations are handled in the same manner as the STEP.
Primary Analysis
The analysis was conducted for two groups of Priority Projects. The Priority Project groups
can either cause new reliability issues or they can relieve issues that have been identified in
either the 2009 or earlier STEP analyses. Therefore, the results are in terms of additions or
deferments of reliability projects and the revenue requirements associated with those
projects. Results are broken into (1) advanced projects—projects that would be moved up in
the reliability timeline due to the Priority Project; (2) new SPP projects—projects which are
now needed that were not identified in the original 10 year reliability planning horizon, but
may have been needed beyond that horizon; (3) new third party projects—projects needed
on neighboring systems due to the Priority Projects; and (4) deferred projects—projects
which are either deferred beyond the planning horizon or mitigated entirely due to the Priority
Projects. For projects which are deferred past the planning horizon, linear extrapolation of
loading was used to estimate how far the project might be deferred. Then, for projects which
are not either completely new or completely deferred, the value shown is the Net Present
Value of Annual Transmission Revenue Requirements. This Net Present Value is limited to a
40 year project life. The following tables and maps illustrate the reliability projects changed by
the Priority Project groups. New or advanced projects are shown in red while deferred
projects are shown in green.

5
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Impact on Reliability Plan

Red = New or Advanced
Green = Deferred

Group 1
Hitchland – Woodward District EHV Double 345 kV
Spearville – Comanche – Medicine Lodge – Wichita 765 kV Operated at 345 kV
Comanche – Woodward District EHV 765 kV Operated at 345 kV
Cooper – Maryville – Sibley 345 kV
Valliant – NW Texarkana 345 kV
Riverside Station – Tulsa Power Station 138 kV (Add Reactor)
Date
E&C Cost
Needed
$6,993,438
19SP
$3,825,000
14SP
$6,750,000
19SP
$3,881,250
23SP
$225,000
None
$1,378,125
None
$1,950,000
17SP
$12,487,500
None
$7,965,000
None
$9,239,000
None

Project Name
Area
ADD SECOND HITCHLAND 345/230KV TRANSFORMER
SPS
REPLACE MEDICINE LODGE 138/115KV TRANSFORMER CKT 1
MKEC
ADD SECOND OVERTON 345/161kV TRANSFORMER*
AMMO
RECONDUCTOR ELDORADO - ELDORADO JCT 69KV CKT 1
WFEC
REPLACE WAVETRAP ON HARPER - MILAN TAP 138KV CKT 1
MKEC
REBUILD ASHDOWN WEST - CRAIG JUNCTION 138KV CKT 1**
AEPW
RECONDUCTOR EL RENO - EL RENO SW 69KV CKT 1**
WFEC
REBUILD HUNTSVILLE - HUTCHINSON ENERGY CENTER 115KV CKT 1** WR/MIDW
REBUILD HUNTSVILLE - ST_JOHN 115KV CKT 1**
MIDW
REBUILD ST JOHN - PRATT 115KV CKT 1**
MKEC
Totals
Net
*Loading of the Overton transformer only increases from 99.8% to 100.6% when adding the upgrade
**Costs for this project are not included because the project may be needed before Priority Projects are in service

STEP
Date
None
19SP
None
16SP
19SP
14SP
12SP
13SP
14SP
13SP

Advanced
ATRR Cost

New SPP
ATRR Cost
$13,954,681

New Third
Party ATRR
Cost

Deferred ATRR
Cost

$2,613,216
$11,624,617
$1,839,437
$365,103

$2,613,216

$13,954,681

$11,624,617

$2,204,540
-$25,987,975

6
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Group 2
Hitchland – Woodward District EHV Double 345 kV
Spearville – Comanche – Medicine Lodge – Wichita Double 345 kV
Comanche – Woodward District EHV Double 345 kV
Cooper – Maryville – Sibley 345 kV
Valliant – NW Texarkana 345 kV
Riverside Station – Tulsa Power Station 138 kV (Add Reactor)
Date
E&C Cost
Needed
$6,993,438
19SP
$3,825,000
14SP
$6,750,000
19SP
$3,881,250
23SP
$225,000
None
$1,378,125
None
$1,950,000
17SP
$12,487,500
None
$7,965,000
None
$9,239,000
None

Project Name
Area
ADD SECOND HITCHLAND 345/230KV TRANSFORMER
SPS
REPLACE MEDICINE LODGE 138/115KV TRANSFORMER CKT 1
MKEC
ADD SECOND OVERTON 345/161kV TRANSFORMER*
AMMO
RECONDUCTOR ELDORADO - ELDORADO JCT 69KV CKT 1
WFEC
REPLACE WAVETRAP ON HARPER - MILAN TAP 138KV CKT 1
MKEC
REBUILD ASHDOWN WEST - CRAIG JUNCTION 138KV CKT 1**
AEPW
RECONDUCTOR EL RENO - EL RENO SW 69KV CKT 1**
WFEC
REBUILD HUNTSVILLE - HUTCHINSON ENERGY CENTER 115KV CKT 1** WR/MIDW
REBUILD HUNTSVILLE - ST_JOHN 115KV CKT 1**
MIDW
REBUILD ST JOHN - PRATT 115KV CKT 1**
MKEC
Totals
Net
*Loading of the Overton transformer only increases from 99.8% to 100.6% when adding the upgrade
**Costs for this project are not included because the project may be needed before Priority Projects are in service

STEP
Date
None
19SP
None
16SP
19SP
14SP
12SP
13SP
14SP
13SP

Advanced
ATRR Cost

New SPP
ATRR Cost
$13,954,681

New Third
Party ATRR
Cost

Deferred ATRR
Cost

$2,613,216
$11,624,617
$1,839,437
$365,103

$2,613,216

$13,954,681

$11,624,617

$2,204,540
-$25,987,975
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Some facilities have been filtered from the results above. Cutoff levels are used to filter these
facilities out of the results because they have very little relation to the Priority Projects. The
cutoff filters used are: a normal to N-1 change of 1MW, a normal to N-1 change of 0.005puV,
and a base case to change case flow difference of 2%.
Results and Conclusions
The reliability analysis can be summarized into the following table showing the revenue
requirements associated with advancements, deferments and overall net impact for each of
the Priority Project groups. Results are broken into (1) advanced projects — projects that
would be moved up in the reliability timeline due to the Priority Project; (2) new SPP projects
— projects which are now needed that were not identified in the original 10 year reliability
planning horizon, but may have been needed beyond that horizon; (3) new third party
projects — projects needed on neighboring systems due to the Priority Projects; (4) deferred
projects — projects which are either deferred beyond the planning horizon or mitigated
entirely due to the Priority Projects; and (5) Net Impact – the net cost or benefit of reliability
projects related to the Priority Projects. Amounts shown are in terms of Net Present Value of
Annual Transmission Revenue Requirements. This Net Present Value is limited to a 40 year
project life.

Priority Project Group
Group 1
Hitchland – Woodward District EHV Double 345 kV
Spearville – Cmche – Med. Ldg – Wichita 765 kV @ 345 kV
Comanche – Woodward District EHV 765 kV @ 345 kV
Cooper – Maryville – Sibley 345 kV
Valliant – NW Texarkana 345 kV
Riverside Station – Tulsa Power Station 138 kV Reactor
Group 2
Hitchland – Woodward District EHV Double 345 kV
Spearville – Cmche – Med. Ldg – Wichita Double 345 kV
Comanche – Woodward District EHV Double 345 kV
Cooper – Maryville – Sibley 345 kV
Valliant – NW Texarkana 345 kV
Riverside Station – Tulsa Power Station 138 kV Reactor

rd

Advanced
Projects

New
SPP
Projects

New 3
Party
Projects

Deferred
Projects

$2.6M

$14.0M

$11.6M

$2.2M

-$26.0M

$2.6M

$14.0M

$11.6M

$2.2M

-$26.0M

Net
Impact

Note that these are groupings of projects with common components; therefore, the net
impacts cannot be added together. In addition, none of the likely new STEP projects have
been included in these models; therefore, it is possible that the Priority Projects could interact
with future STEP projects. Such issues can be addressed in future STEP studies as needed.
The results of the study show limited opportunities to defer existing reliability based projects
which were previously identified through STEP. However, this list of deferrals is not complete.
This study only covers a 10 year period. Reliability projects that would have been proposed
(without the Priority Projects) in the 10-20 year period were not identified or checked for
deferrals. One must also keep in mind that this study only evaluates the impact to the STEP
10 year reliability process; it is expected that the Priority Projects may have a greater impact
on the Generation Interconnection and Aggregate Study processes as additional generation
8
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resources and transmission service are added to the system. Ultimately, the intent of this
study is not to justify any Priority Project based on deferred project cost alone; it is only
intended to show the effects of the Priority Projects on the SPP reliability plan and to
incorporate known costs or benefits into the overall Priority Project costs.

9
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FCITC Analysis
As part of Phase II evaluation of Priority Projects, SPP conducted an FCITC analysis to
determine impacts of the Priority Projects on the SPP transmission system. Using a DC
transfer analysis, FCITC values were first calculated on each base SPP model without the
Priority Projects then calculated on upgraded models containing Priority Project Group 1
upgrades then calculated on a third set of models containing Priority Project Group 2
upgrades. The models used were:
y
y
y

2014 Summer, Scenario 0
2014 Winter, Scenario 0
2019 Summer, Scenario 0

The cases include approved expansion plan upgrades from the 2008 STEP and Balanced
Portfolio.
Below are the MUST settings and procedures for the FCITC analysis:
MUST Solution Settings
•

CONSTRAINTS/CONTINGENCY INPUT OPTIONS
o AC Mismatch Tolerance – 2 MW
o Base Case Rating – Rate A
o Base Case % of Rating – 100%
o Contingency Case Rating – Rate B
o Contingency Case % of Rating – 100%
o Base Case Load Flow – PSS/E
o Convert branch ratings to estimated MW ratings – No
o Contingency ID Reporting – Labels + Events
o Maximum number of contingencies to process – 50000

•

MUST CALCULATION OPTIONS
o Phase Shifters Model for DC Linear Analysis – Constant Flow for Base Case and
Contingencies
o Report Base Case Violations with FCITC – Yes
o Maximum number of violations to report in FCITC table – 50000
o Distribution Factor (OTDF and PTDF) Cutoff – 0.03
o Maximum times to report the same elements – 1
{eliminate voluminous repeats}
o Apply Distribution Factor to Contingency Analysis – Yes
o Apply Distribution Factor to FCITC Reports – Yes
o Minimum Contingency Case flow change – 1 MW
o Minimum Contingency Case Distribution Factor change – 0.0
o Minimum Distribution Factor for Transfer Sensitivity Analysis – 0.0

Voltage Monitoring
•

MUST does not do voltage monitoring for transfer analysis. All transfers are done using DC
load flow and then AC verified.

Contingency
•

Outage of all single branches and ties in the SPP (Area 502-546, 640-650) and NON-SPP
(EES,AECI) above 100 kV
10
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•

Multi-terminal/Special Contingency Outage

Exclude
•
•

Exclude outage of all invalid single outages
Operating guides implementation

Monitor
•

Monitor branches and ties in SPP above 100 kV

Transfer Directions/Transfer Level
•

600 MW transfer from all PORs to PODs (PORs/PODs consist of all zones in SPP’s OASIS,
excluding IPPs)

The Excel document embedded below summarizes the findings of this study. There were a
few instances when the addition of the Priority Projects caused the FCITC values to change
from positive to negative; this is denoted by a “True” statement in the first column of each
workbook. However, the FCITC results found in this study may not be the same as the
Available Transfer Capability on the SPP system. All of the positive to negative changes in
FCITC occur on facilities that were overloaded prior to the upgrades.

Priority Projects
FCITC_20091201.xls

11
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Reactive Requirements
The consideration of long distance EHV transmission upgrades (i.e. > 50 miles) may require
additional reactive compensation to maintain voltage during normal operating conditions and
reduce voltage rise during line switching. During light load conditions the high voltage issue
may exacerbate as there are less transmission line inductive power losses to offset
capacitive line charging. The additional line charging increases voltage on the Bulk Electric
System. In order to address this issue, shunt line reactors are typically used to counter or off
set excessive line charging during light load conditions.
This high level screening study provides a calculated value for line shunt reactors required to
support the addition of EHV transmission in Priority Project groups 1 and 2 under normal (no
outage) and selected single contingency events.
The study method determines Reactive power (Q) requirements for different line voltages (V)
to determine the magnitude of reactive compensation to maintain system voltages within
acceptable limits. This analysis technique is commonly called “QV Analysis”.
A QV, reactive compensation verses voltage analysis was conducted on each proposed
grouping of Priority Projects to determine the impact of these projects on the SPP
interconnection points and the amount of shunt compensation each segment of the project
would require to maintain acceptable transmission voltages.
Study Scope
The study base case representing 2014 light load condition was prepared using PSS/E. The
steps to build each model are in Table 1.
Table 1: Model building steps
1. Add Balanced Portfolio Projects to the base case
2. Add Priority Project group
3. Add line breakers as needed
4. Solve model

12
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PowerWorld Corporation Simulator was used to perform an AC QV analysis. The total
amount of line reactance to keep the system voltages around 1.01 p.u. 1 was determined for
each project group line segment. The base case was analyzed. Each line segment of a
project was also tested for voltage rise at the open end while the other end remained closed
into the network.

Key Study Assumptions
1. This study does not include the effects of subsynchronous resonance (SSR). SSR is
an electric power system condition where the electric network exchanges energy with
a turbine generator at one or more of the natural frequencies of the combined system
below the synchronous frequency of the system 2 .
2. A light load condition is the worst case scenario for high voltage.
3. The July 2009 created STEP 2010 Spring Peak model was used as a starting point
and modified to represent a 2014 light load case.
4. Balanced Portfolio Projects are added to the base case.
5. Priority Project groups 1 and 2 are analyzed to determine the amount of line shunts
per line segment.
6. Line reactors are sized by opening one end of line segment to determine reactive
support to keep line end voltage around 1.01 p.u.
7. Actual line reactors may be a combination of smaller units or Flexible AC Transmission
System (FACTS) devices to cover multiple system load conditions and operating
points.

1

EHV lines (>300 kV) are typically operated between 0.98 and 1.04 p.u. For the study purpose, an average 1.01
pu operating voltage was chosen.
2
Subsynchronous Resonance in Power Systems, Paul M. Anderson, B. L. Agrawal, J. e. Van Ness, IEEE
Press, 1990
13
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8. The study has not included additional shunts required to maintain safe voltage levels
on locations other than the priority project group line segments.
9. The study is not a short circuit analysis and does not include the effects of reactors on
line switching.
10. The study does not consider the effect of unapproved 2009 STEP projects.
Results and Conclusions
Project group line reactors are listed in Table 2. The average line reactor compensation for
345 kV is 1.17 Mvar/mile and 1.28 Mvar/mile in Groups 1 and 2 respectively. The average
line reactor compensation for 765 kV operated at 345 kV is 1.77 Mvar/mile in Group 1. Total
estimated cost for the line reactor compensation is in the range of $20-$30 million.
A preliminary cost estimate for 100 Mvar reactors is in the range of $2 million to $3 million for
345 kV. A detailed facility study will allow us to determine the location, size, and cost estimate
of the final reactive requirements.
Future studies should include a more detailed system voltage scan under N-1 analysis with
the selected line reactors included in each project.

14
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Table 2 lists the approximate amount of line reactance needed to limit system voltage to
around 1.01 p.u. This table also lists the line Mvar compensation required for each section of
the Priority Project along with an average compensation determined per mile for 345 kV.
Table 2: Project Group Line Reactors

Group 1

Project

From
Bus
Shunt
(Mvar)

To Bus
Shunt
(Mvar)

Total Circuit
Shunt (Mvar)

Line
Miles

Hitchland-Woodward 1

-71

-71

-142

123.2

345

Hitchland-Woodward 2

-71

-71

-142

123.2

345

Spearville-Comanche

-40

-40

-80

71.5

765 at 345

Comanche-Med Lodge

-39

-39

-78

42.9

765 at 345

Med Lodge-Wichita

-30

-30

-60

73.7

765 at 345

Comanche-Woodward

-105

-105

-210

53.9

765 at 345

Cooper-Maryville

-34

-34

-68

44.9

345

Maryville-Sibley

-55

-55

-110

102.1

345

0

0

0

66.0

345

Circuit

Valliant-NW Texarkana

Group 2

Total Shunt (Mvar)

Line kV

-890

Total Shunt (Mvar)/mile (avg.) for 345 kV

-1.01

Total Shunt (Mvar)/mile (avg.) for 765 kV operated at 345 kV

-1.77

Hitchland-Woodward 1

-70

-70

-140

123.2

345

Hitchland-Woodward 2

-70

-70

-140

123.2

345

Spearville-Comanche 1

-27

-27

-54

71.5

345

Spearville-Comanche 2

-27

-27

-54

71.5

345

Comanche-Med Lodge 1

-21

-21

-42

42.9

345

Comanche-Med Lodge 2

-21

-21

-42

42.9

345

Med Lodge-Wichita 1

-26

-26

-52

73.7

345

Med Lodge-Wichita 2

-26

-26

-52

73.7

345

Comanche-Woodward 1

-92

-92

-184

53.9

345

Comanche-Woodward 2

-92

-92

-184

53.9

345

Cooper-Maryville

-34

-34

-68

44.9

345

Maryville-Sibley

-55

-55

-110

102.1

345

0

0

0

66.0

345

Valliant-NW Texarkana
Total Shunt (Mvar)

-1122

Total Shunt (Mvar)/mile (avg.) for 345 kV

-1.19
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All questions concerning this data should be directed to:

Technical Studies and Modeling
Southwest Power Pool
16101 LaGrande Drive
Little Rock, AR 72223
Reviewed by SPP RE staff and SPP Transmission Working Group

www.spp.org
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SPP 2009 TPL Compliance Report
(2009 NERC Compliance Reporting for TPL-001, 002, 003, and 004 standards)

Objective
In compliance with the 2009 NERC TPL Reliability Standards, the objectives of this report are:
1.) To identify overloaded branches (100% of rate A) under normal conditions.
2.) To identify branch violations (100% of rate B) under various contingency events.
3.) To identify voltage performance (0.95 pu - 1.05 pu) under normal conditions.
4.) To identify voltage violations (0.9 pu – 1.1 pu) under various contingency events..
5.) To identify line overloads due to single generator outage.
6.) The following four categories of contingencies were evaluated:
Category A: System intact, no disturbance
Category B: Loss of a single element
Category C: Loss of two or more elements (normal clearing, manual system adjustments
between events), bus faults, single line to ground (SLG) fault with breaker
failure, etc.
Category D: Extreme events, loss of two or more elements, three-phase fault with breaker
failure, loss of tower with three or more circuits, loss of all generation in a
station, etc.
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Entities Involved
The following entities registered with SPP Regional Entity were included in these studies
Entity Name
Arkansas Electric Cooperative Corporation (AECC)
American Electric Power (AEPW)
¾ East Texas Electric Cooperative (ETEC)

Registered Function
DP,GOP,GO,LSE,PSE,RP,TO
BA,DP,GOP,GO,LSE,PSE,RP,TOP,TO,TP
DP,LSE,PSE,RP,TO,TP

Board of Public Utilities (KACY)
City of Lafayette, LA (LAFA)
City Power and Light (INDN)
City Utilities of Springfield, MO (SPRM)
Cleco Power, LLC (CELE)
Empire District Electric Company (EMDE)
Grand River Dam Authority (GRDA)
Kansas City Power & Light Company (KCPL)
Louisiana Energy & Power Authority (LEPA)
Lincoln Electric System (LES)*
Midwest Energy, Inc (MIDW)
Missouri Public Service (MIPU)
Nebraska Public Power District (NPPD)*
OG&E Electric Services (OKGE)
Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority (OMPA)
Omaha Public Power District (OPPD)*
Southwestern Power Administration (SWPA)
Southwestern Public Service Company (SWPS)
Sunflower Electric Power Corp (SUNC)
Westar Energy, Inc (WERE)
Western Farmers Electric Coop (WFEC)

BA,DP,GOP,GO,LSE,PSE,RP,TOP,TO,TP
BA,DP,GOP,GO,LSE,PSE,TOP,TO,TP
BA,DP,GOP,GO,LSE,PSE,RP,TOP,TO,TP
DP,GOP,GO,LSE,RP,TOP,TO,TP
BA,DP,GOP,GO,LSE,PSE,RP,TOP,TO,TP,TSP
BA,DP,GOP,GO,LSE,PSE,RP,TOP,TO,TP
BA,GOP,GO,LSE,PSE,RP,TOP,TO,TP
BA,DP,GOP,GO,LSE,PSE,RP,TOP,TO,TP
BA
BA,DP,GOP,GO,LSE,PSE,RP,TOP,TO,TP
DP,LSE,PSE,TOP,TO,TP
BA,DP,GOP,GO,LSE,PSE,RP,TOP,TO,TP,TSP
BA,DP,GOP,GO,LSE,PSE,RP,TOP,TO,TP,TSP
BA,DP,GOP,GO,LSE,PSE,RP,TOP,TO,TP
DP,GOP,GO,LSE,PSE,RP
BA,DP,GOP,GO,LSE,PSE,RP,TOP,TO,TP
BA,LSE,PSE,RP,TOP,TO,TP,TSP
BA,DP,GOP,GO,LSE,PSE,RP,TOP,TO,TP,TSP
BA,DP,GOP,GO,LSE,PSE,RP,TOP,TO,TP,TSP
BA,DP,GOP,GO,LSE,PSE,RP,TOP,TO,TP,TSP
BA,DP,GOP,GO,LSE,PSE,RP,TOP,TO,TP,TSP

BA
DP
GOP
GO
LSE
PSE
RP
TOP
TO
TP
TSP

: Balancing Authority
: Distribution Provider
: Generator Operator
: Generation Owner
: Load Serving Entity
: Purchasing-Selling Entity
: Resource Planner
: Transmission Operator
: Transmission Owner
: Transmission Provider
: Transmission Service Provider

*Midwest Reliability Organization (MRO) is the current Regional Entity for these entities till the
NERC delegation agreement is revised in 2011.
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Summary
SPP staff has conducted various analyses to comply with NERC TPL standard requirements and are
summarized here.
NERC TPL Standard
TPL-001
TPL-002

Key Requirement
Category A
Category B

TPL-003,004

Category C, D

SPP Analysis
SPP MDWG Models
Near-Term, Long-Term
Mitigation Analysis, Stability
Analysis
N-2 and selected N-3 reliability
analyses, Stability Analysis

Each of these analyses is discussed below.

Assessments
MDWG Models (TPL-001, Category A)
Power flow models are developed by the Model Development Working Group for an annual series of
SPP cases.
In January 2009, SPP created 16 power flow models in coordination with SPP members through the
Model Development Working Group (MDWG). This set of models go through a validation process in
several iterations until all models meet requirements as stated in the SPP MDWG Procedure Manual.
MDWG PF Manual

The 2009 SPP MDWG power flow models reflect system condition, for selected years between years
2009 and 2019. These models are verified on a quarterly basis to reflect more up-to-date information
using the Model On Demand (MOD) program. The SPP 2009 MDWG Q1 and Q2 Final MOD models
used for the compliance assessment have no thermal overloads or voltage violations under N-0, or
normal system conditions. In order to achieve this, the SPP members listed below have identified
transmission projects as mitigation plans:
Area
AEPW
CELE
EMDE
GRDA
INDN
KCPL
LES
MIDW

No. of Projects
7
8
5
5
1
6
9
8
Page 3
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MIPU
NPPD
OKGE
OPPD
SPRM
SPS
SUNC
SWPA
WEPL
WERE
WFEC

15
20
11
12
5
14
4
8
5
11
6

In summary, the 2009 MDWG Q1 and Q2 Final MOD models address the requirement of the TPL-001
standard.

Load Flow: Near-term Mitigation (TPL-002, Category B)
The Near-term mitigation study was conducted to address NERC’s TPL-002 standard. The powerflow
cases used in this report were created from the SPP 2009 MDWG Q1 Final MOD Base Case series.
The N-1 contingency analysis was run for each of the seasonal models from the 2009 series case;
winter, spring, summer, and fall. All of the thermal overloads and voltage violations were sent to the
members and mitigation plans were submitted for each of the overloads and violations. The
background material for the Near-term mitigation study is inserted below.

2009 Near-Term
Compliance Report

Load Flow: Long-term Mitigation (TPL-002, Category B)
The Long-term mitigation study was conducted to address NERC’s TPL-002 standard. The powerflow
cases used in this report were created from the SPP 2009 MDWG Q2 Final MOD Base Case series.
The N-1 contingency analysis was run for the 2014 winter peak model and the 2019 summer peak
model. Only the thermal overloads and voltage violations that were not mitigated by the OPM module
of the POM software were sent to the members and mitigation plans were submitted for each of the
overloads and violations. There were no thermal overloads or voltage violations under N-0, or normal
conditions. The background material for the Long-term mitigation study is inserted below.

2009 Long-Term
Compliance Report

Load Flow: N-2 Study (TPL-003, Category C)
This analysis was conducted to address NERC’s TPL-003 standard. SPP staff ran a detailed N-2
contingency analysis on the SPP system. This analysis was run as a part of the Near-term mitigation
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analysis and the Long-term mitigation analysis. Part of the N-2 contingency list was gathered by each
member. The other part of the contingency list was created through the POM software based on the
following selection rules:
(N-2) Category
Branch-Branch
Branch-Generator
Generator-Generator

Selection Rule
Same Zone
Same Area
All Modeled

All of the thermal overloads and voltage violations were sent to the members and mitigation plans
were submitted for each of the overloads and violations.

Load Flow: Selected N-3 Study (TPL-004, Category D)
This analysis was conducted to address NERC’s TPL-004 standard. SPP staff received a list of
Category D events which were included in the contingency list for the Near-term mitigation analysis.
The powerflow cases used in this report were created from the SPP 2009 MDWG Q1 Final MOD Base
Case series. The N-1 contingency analysis was run for each of the seasonal models from the 2009
series case; winter, spring, summer, and fall. All of the thermal overloads and voltage violations were
sent to the members and mitigation plans were submitted for each of the overloads and violations.

Stability Study (TPL-001 through TPL-004)
The MDWG 2009 Series 2010 Light Load and 2014 Summer Load Cases were tested to be stable
during normal system conditions.
The Stability Study is conducted for one seasonal light load (MDWG 2009 Series 2010 Light Load
Case) case within the near-term planning window and selected events for one seasonal peak load case
(MDWG 2009 Series 2014 Summer Case) for long term planning window. This assessment provides
findings on potential events which could lead to instability within the SPP footprint for all categories
(A, B, C and D) of events. A list of fifty-one NERC Category B, C and D events were simulated in this
assessment and are listed below in Table 1. These events were submitted by SPP members and include
reliability type contingencies and tower outages (events) to analyze for powerflow and stability
performance.

Event

Table 1: NERC Category B, C, and D Events.
Contingency

B1

Rose Hill to Wolf Creek 345 kV 3-phase fault. No reclosing

B2

Benton to Wolf Creek 345 kV 3-phase fault. No reclosing

B3

Wolf Creek to LaCygne 345 kV 3-phase fault. No reclosing.

B4

Jeffrey Energy Center (JEC) to Hoyt 345 kV, No fault. Trip line. No reclosing.
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B5

JEC Auburn 230 kV 3-phase fault. No reclosing

B6

Tolk GSU outage with unit at 540 MW -- no reclosing

B7

Plant X to Tolk 230 kV line 3-phase fault -- no reclosing

B8

Tolk to Eddy 345 kV line outage -- typical reclosing

B9

Yoakum to Sundown 230 kV line outage with typical reclosing.

B10

Tolk to TUCO 230 kV line 3-phase fault, no reclosing

B11

Potter 345/230 kV transformer 3-phase fault, no reclosing

B12

Iatan to Stranger Creek 345 kV 3-phase fault. Reclosing on Iatan breaker only.

B13

Iatan to St. Joseph 345 kV 3-phase fault. Reclosing on Iatan breaker only.

B14

3-Ø fault at S3451 on T3 transformer. Normal clearing.

B15

3-Ø fault at S1211 on the S1211-S1220 line. Normal clearing.

B16

3-Ø fault at S1206 on the S1206-S1232 line. Normal clearing.

B17

3-Ø fault at S3458 on the S3458 - Cooper line. Normal clearing.

B18

Longwood to El Dorado 345 kV 3-phase fault

B19

3PH fault at GGS on GGS-Sweetwater 345 kV Circuit #1; Normal clearing; No reclose
attempts

B20

3PH fault at GGS on GGS-Red Willow 345 kV; Normal clearing; No reclose attempts

B21

3PH fault at GGS on GGS-North Platte 230 kV Circuit #1; Normal clearing; No reclose
attempts

B22

3PH fault at GGS on high side of GGS 345/230 kV T-1 transformer; Normal clearing; No
reclose attempts

B23

Brookline to Monett to Flint Creek 345 kV 3-phase fault, reclosing on one terminal only and
rotated every year (549984 – 547481 – 506935).

C1

3-Ø fault on Auburn-JEC 230 kV; followed by 3-Ø fault on Hoyt-JEC 345 kV.
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C2

Prior outage of GRDA 1 – Flint Creek 345 kV with a 3-Ø fault near GRDA 1 on GRDA –
Tulsa 345 kV.

C3

Prior outage of Fairport-St Joe 345kV with a 3-phase fault near Cooper on Cooper - St Joe 345
kV. No Reclosing.

C4

Possible voltage instability - prior outage of Holcomb generating unit with an outage of Mingo
– Red Willow 345 kV line.

C5

3-Ø fault on Benton - Wolf Creek 345 kV line with no reclosing; Reduce Wolf Creek output to
950 MW (Transmission Operating Directive 300); 3-phase fault on LaCygne - Wolf Creek 345
kV line with no reclosing)

C6

Summit to Smoky Hills 230 kV 3-Ø fault and outage followed by Circle to Mullergren 230 kV
3-Ø fault, no reclosing.

C7
C9

C10

Knoll to Smoky Hills 230 kV 3-Ø fault and outage followed by Circle to Mullergren 230 kV 3Ø fault, no reclosing.
Iatan to St. Joseph 345 kV 3-Ø fault, reclosing on Iatan breaker only, then Iatan to Stranger
Creek 345 kV 3-Ø fault, reclosing on Iatan breaker only. Creek 345 kV 3-phase fault, reclosing
on Iatan breaker only
3-Ø fault on Wolf Creek-LaCygne 345 kV line; Reduce Wolf Creek output to 950 MW
(Transmission Operating Directive 302); 3-Ø fault on Wolf Creek-Benton 345 kV line, no
reclosing.

C11

DLG fault at the S3451 end of the S3451-S3459 and S3451-S3454 lines. Normal clearing.
1358.24 -10176.72 MVA

C12

SLG fault at the S3451 end of the S3451-Raun line, followed by a stuck breaker and the
opening of transformer T4 at S3451.

C13

SLG fault at S1206 on the S1206 - S1232 line, followed by a stuck breaker and the opening of
the S1206 - S1201 line.

C14

SLG fault at GGS on GGS-Sweetwater 345 kV Circuit #2, Stuck Breaker (GGS 3322), Drop
GGS-Red Willow 345 kV line; Delayed clearing; No reclose attempts

C15

Prior Outage of Brookline – Monett - Flint Creek 345 kV with a 3-phase fault near Brookline
on Brookline - Morgan 345 kV, with reclosing first at Morgan and then Brookline

C16

3-phase fault and outage of the Brookline - Southwest Power Station (SWPS) 161 kV line
followed by a 3-phase fault near SWPS on the SWPS - Southwest Treatment Plant - SPRM
Battlefield 161 kV line, no reclosing (549969 – 549954, 549954 – 549960 – 549959)
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D1

SLG fault 10% away from Wolf Creek on the Wolf Creek-LaCygne 345 kV line At 4 cycles,
trip the LaCygne end. At 12 cycles trip the Wolf Creek end and clear the fault (Assume 4
cycles for 345 kV normal clearing and 8 more cycles for breaker failure).

D2

3-Ø fault on Holcomb – SETAB 345 kV with breaker failure taking out the 345-115 kV autotransformer.

D3

Jeffrey Energy Center (JEC) to Hoyt 345 kV 3-Ø fault, no reclosing, and trip JEC Unit #2

D4

3-Ø fault on Auburn-Jeffery Energy Center (JEC) 230 kV; followed by 3-Ø fault on Hoyt-JEC
345 kV, no reclosing, and trip JEC Unit#2

D5

Run fault on GRDA1 345 kV bus for 5 cycles. Then open Flint Creek end of Flint CreekGRDA1 345 kV line, but stuck breaker 9580 at GRDA1. Run for 25 cycles and then drop
GRDA 345/161 transformer #1 & breaker 9080 (GRDA bkr 500T opens correctly)

D6
D7
D8
D9

Loss of Flint Creek 161 kV bus
Loss of Ft. Smith 500/345/161 kV Substation
Loss of AEP’s NW Texarkana 345 kV bus
3-Ø fault at the S3451 on T3 transformer, followed by a stuck breaker and the opening of the
S3451-S3459 line.

D11

Loss of the entire substation S3456, including the transformer to the 161-kV level.

D12

Valliant to Welsh to NW Texarkana 345 kV 3-phase fault

D13

NE Station to Tulsa North 345/138 kV double circuit 3-phase fault

D14

Simultaneous SLG fault on GGS-Sweetwater 345 kV Circuit #1 and 3PH fault on GGSSweetwater 345 kV Circuit #2 at cross point; Normal clearing; Reclose far end

Twenty-two of the twenty-three NERC Category B Events were stable for a five cycle clearing time
(unless otherwise specified by the SPP Member) in the initial evaluation using the MDWG 2009 Series
2010 Light Load Case. After additional simulations, staff determined that the remaining event, B3,
was stable for a 3.5 cycle clearing time with the existing generator dispatch. Coordination with
Westar Energy System Protection staff has confirmed that clearing time of up to 3.6 cycles are
achievable on the EHV system in that area with the current relay configurations. The transmission
system became stable for a 3.6 cycle fault once the generation at Wolf Creek was lowered to 1100
MW.
Thirteen of the fifteen NERC Category C Events were stable for a five cycle clearing time (unless
otherwise specified by the SPP Member) in the initial evaluation using the MDWG 2009 Series 2010
Light Load Case. After additional simulations, staff determined that the remaining event, C5 and C10,
were stable for a 4 & 4.5 cycle clearing times respectively with the modified generator dispatch.
Coordination with Westar Energy System Protection staff has demonstrated that clearing times of up to
3.6 cycles are achievable on the EHV system in that area with the current relay configurations. An
operating guideline currently exists for the redispatch of the Wolf Creek Unit under certain system
conditions that reduces its output to 950 MWs. To ensure transmission system stability for events C5
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and C10, the Transmission Operating Guideline redispatch to 950 MWs should be lowered to 900
MWs.
Eleven of the fourteen NERC Category D Events were stable for a clearing time as specified by the
SPP Member in the initial evaluation using the MDWG 2009 Series 2010 Light Load Case. Due to the
severity of the events, the units that were made unstable due to this simulation were tripped offline.
Events D2 and D9 were shown to be stable when this methodology was applied. Event D5 was still
found to be unstable due to the length of the fault being applied to the system. SPP Staff verified with
GRDA that a 15 cycle stuck breaker time was a more realistic scenario. Event D5 was found to be
stable by applying the methodology of tripping the unit that was made unstable by the event offline
with a more realistic stuck breaker cycle time. The detailed results of the Dynamic Simulations are
contained in Appendix A under Table 5: Member Submitted NERC Category D Detailed Results.
SPP also conducted a transient stability screening of the SPP Transmission system Footprint for one
seasonal light load case within the near-term planning window and one seasonal peak load case for
long term planning window. The only potential issue that was identified in the screening analysis of
the near term planning model was the same contingency of B3 that was covered in the Member
Submitted Events. There were nine contingencies that could potentially cause stability issues from the
long term planning model and are listed in Table 2.

Event

Table 2: Transient Stability Screening
Contingency

SCR1

Branch Outage from Bus 300069 to Bus 512648 with fault on bus 300069

SCR2

Branch Outage from Bus 512648 to Bus 300069 with fault on bus 512648

SCR3

Branch Outage from Bus 539671 to Bus 539771 with a fault on bus 539671

SCR4

Branch Outage from Bus 641087 to Bus 641088 with a fault on bus 641087

SCR5

Branch Outage from Bus 641087 to Bus 641090 with a fault on bus 641087

SCR7

Branch Outage from Bus 641087 to Bus 640372 with a fault on bus 641087

SCR8

Branch Outage from Bus 337321 to Bus 503309 with a fault on bus 337321

SCR9

Branch Outage from Bus 503309 to Bus 337321 with a fault on bus 503309

All but two instability problems discovered by the Stability Study were addressed by prescription of
breakers with faster clearing time, or by a change in system dispatch. Events SCR1 and SCR2 were
found to be unstable for fault cycle times of 8 and 6 cycles for 2014 Summer Peak study. An
additional sensitivity run was performed by adding a second (parallel) line between the two systems
involved in the events. This proved to stabilize events SCR1 and SCR2 for 8 cycles. Therefore, the
proposed mitigation plan at this time will be to add a transmission line between the two systems. This
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mitigation plan will be coordinated with AECI /GRDA and revised as necessary during the STEP/ITP
process.
Additionally, SPP also conducted a transient stability study of the unstable NERC Category C Events
of the SPP Transmission system Footprint from the near term model study with a long term planning
model (MDWG 2009 Series 2014 Summer Case). Events C5 and D9 were stable for a clearing time as
specified by the SPP Member in the initial evaluation using the MDWG 2009 Series 2014 Summer
Load Case. After additional simulations, Staff determined that event B3 was stable for a 3.6 cycle
clearing time once the generation at Wolf Creek was lowered to 1113 MW. Coordination with Westar
Energy System Protection staff has confirmed that clearing time of up to 3.6 cycles are achievable on
the EHV system in that area with the current relay configurations. Staff determined that event, C10,
was stable for a 4 cycle clearing times respectively with the modified generator dispatch. Coordination
with Westar Energy System Protection staff has demonstrated that clearing times of up to 3.6 cycles
are achievable on the EHV system in that area with the current relay configurations. An operating
guideline currently exists for the redispatch of the Wolf Creek Unit under certain system conditions
that reduces it output to 950 MWs. To ensure transmission system stability for event C10, the
Transmission Operating Guideline redispatch to 950 MWs should be lowered to 900 MWs. Event D2
was made stable using the methodology of tripping the unstable unit and making sure that the rest of
the transmission system remained stable Event D5 was still found to be unstable due to the length of
the fault being applied to the system. SPP Staff verified with the GRDA that a 15 cycle stuck breaker
time was a more realistic scenario. Event D5 was found to be stable by applying the methodology of
tripping the unit that was made unstable by the event offline with a more realistic stuck breaker cycle
time. The background material for the 2009 Stability Study is inserted below less the plots due to the
size of the file. The stability plots will be provided on an as requested basis.

2009 SPP Stability
Report.doc
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